
 

 

 

 

Exhibit UU3 (Reuters footage) 

 

CALS analysis of time gap during edit 

 

  



 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The Reuters footage of the shooting incident at scene 1 contains two clips edited 

together. The entire footage is 01:09 long. The edit takes place at 00:36. 

 

The footage does not indicate the time gap between the two clips, but a comparison of 

the Reuters footage with other video evidence – the JHB water cannon footage, and the 

FLIR CCTV footage – allows this to be worked out. 

 

 

This document is intended to prove that the time gap is 35 seconds long.  

 

 

  



REUTERS VIDEO  

Timeline 

 

Some of the more significant events in the Reuters footage are set out below in a timeline. This timeline can be read 

alongside the timeline provided in the affidavit of Katherine Scott.  

00:00   - Footage commences behind line of TRT members 

00:05   - Tear gas visible  

00:08   - Tear gas fired by POP member 

00:14   - volley of TRT fire commences 

00:23   - Capt Loest calls “cease-fire” 

00:36   - EDIT 

00:37   - STF Scorpion visible behind bodies on ground, moving left to right of screen towards scene 2 

00:38   - JHB water cannon moves into shot 

00:41   - JHB water cannon stops abruptly 

00:42   - Confirmed rifle shot (See evidence of Katherine Scott) 

00:44   - Confirmed rifle shot (See evidence of Katherine Scott) 

00:50   - Confirmed rifle shot (See evidence of Katherine Scott) 

00:53   - Confirmed rifle shot (See evidence of Katherine Scott) 

 

Below, the highlighted incidents above are compared to other videos to determine the length of time the edit. 



REUTERS VIDEO  

STF Scorpion moves towards Scene 2 (00:37) 

 

Immediately after the edit the STF Scorpion is visible moving towards scene 2 

Direction of movement of Scorpion 



REUTERS VIDEO 

JHB water cannon comes to an abrupt halt (00:41) 

 

 

Four seconds later, the JHB water cannon – which has been moving R to L - stops abruptly 



 

NW WATER CANNON VIDEO 

Timeline 

 

Some of the more significant events in the NW Water cannon video are set out below in a timeline.  

13:55:34  - Footage commences.  

14:09:10  - EDIT    

15:57:06  - Footage recommences. WC in a stationary position.  

16:14:21  - WC sets off towards the kraal 

16:15:59  - WC reaches kraal area; Nyala 6 visible in shot 

16:16:06  - JHB water cannon spray visible in far left of screen 

16:16:09  - NW water cannon makes short burst of water  

16:16:11  - Volley of TRT fire commences (see ELs Electronic Time Presentation) 

16:16:12 – 16:16:48 - Sporadic bursts of water cannon fire 

16:16:52  - Nyalas begin to move off towards scene 2 

16:17:07  - STF Scorpion visible moving towards scene 2 

16:17:13  - JHB water cannon stops abruptly 

 

 



 

NW WATER CANNON VIDEO 

STF Scorpion moves towards Scene 2 (16:17:07) 

 

 

Direction of movement of Scorpion 



NW WATER CANNON VIDEO 

JHB water cannon comes to an abrupt halt (16:17:13) 

 

 

 



FLIR CCTV 

Timeline 

 

Some of the significant events in the FLIR CCTV footage are set out below in a timeline.  

15:54:59  - Footage commences. 

15:57:47  - NW and JHB water cannons set off towards kraal   

15:59:04  - JHB water cannon firing long burst of water 

15:59:08  - NW water cannon fires short burst of water 

15:59:12  - Volley of TRT fire commences (see ELs Electronic Time Presentation) 

15:59:14 – 15:59:48 - Sporadic bursts of water cannon fire 

15:59:54  - STF Scorpion visible moving towards scene 2 

16:00:14  - JHB water cannon stops abruptly 

  



FLIR CCTV 

STF Scorpion moves towards Scene 2 (15:59:54) 

 

 

 

Direction of movement of Scorpion 



FLIR CCTV 

JHB water cannon comes to an abrupt halt (16:00:14) 

 

  



A COMPARISON 

 

 
 

REUTERS 
 

JHB Water Cannon FLIR 

 
TRT VOLLEY 

 
00:14 16:16:11 15:59:12 

 
STF SCORPION 

 
00:37 16:17:07 15:59:54 

 
JHB WC ABRUPT STOP 

 
00:41 16:17:13 16:00:14 

 
Time between 

TRT volley and JHB WC stop 
 

27 seconds 62 seconds 62 seconds 

 

By comparing the time between the TRT volley of fire and the time at which the JHB WC 

comes to an abrupt halt, it is possible to conclude that the time gap between the two clips 

that make up the Reuters video is 35 seconds long. 

  



 

CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the evidence of Katherine Scott, the following conclusions can be 

drawn:  

 

(1) the final confirmed rifle discharge audible on the Reuters footage (at 

00:53:10) was fired 66 seconds after the first call for cease-fire, and 

some 74 seconds after the commencement of the TRT’s volley of fire.   

 

(2) the final confirmed discharge, which may be a rifle, pistol or rubber 

round (at 01:04:19) was fired 77 seconds after the first call for cease-fire, 

and some 85 seconds after the commencement of the TRT’s volley of 

fire.  

 

(3) further discharges may have followed these. The Reuters footage ends 

only four seconds after the final audible discharge and the eNews 

footage ends well before the Reuters footage does.   


